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Chapter Three

Pendragons
Jake sat up in bed like it was any other morning. He yawned
and shivered as the cold air stung his exposed feet. As he
stretched to shut the window, something caught his eye.
There was a fox in the garden, an actual fox, gazing up at
him. Its orange eyes were wide and unblinking and it sat
completely still.
Jake considered telling his mother about their visitor, but she
wouldn’t appreciate being disturbed on a Saturday morning.
Instead, he walked downstairs to the kitchen for a closer look.
He knew only a pane of glass stood between him and a wild
animal, yet he was curious rather than scared. The longer he
studied those orange eyes, the more comfortable he felt, and
before he knew it he had put on a coat and boots over his
pyjamas and was stepping out onto the frosted lawn.
Jake couldn’t tell how long he was following the fox. He was
mesmerised by its bushy tail swinging from side to side like
the windscreen wipers on his mother’s Volvo. He remembered
passing the bakery, the newsagents, the scrapyard with the
barking mongrel, but all memory faded when they came to
to Jake and then to the wall of dark leaves. Suddenly the
hedge before them seemed to shimmer and ripple like water
colour of the fox’s fur, rising up to meet bright stars.
Tempted by its light and warmth, Jake took a step forward
and disappeared.
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CHAPTER THREE

Pendragon Creation
Now we’ll be creating your Pendragons with the help of Scriv the
Bard and Cecily. Many roleplaying games give you a sense of
character through statistics and numbers. We’ve left the math for our
dice rolls and opted for a storytelling approach.
For this section, you’ll need the Memory
list
Pendragon
sheet downloadable from itch.io
Quick reference:
§

Pick a Name & Pronouns.

§

Pick a Friend & Home.

§

Pick a Patron & Element.

§

Pick a Hobby.

‘Well now, where to begin? What do you think, Cecily? Ah yes,
if your brain feels a little like scrambled eggs that’s perfectly

a wreck for hours, wasn’t I, Cecily? Oh right, you weren’t
there, were you. Why do I keep thinking you were there?

Never mind… now you may be needing a little reassurance.

I quite understand, but you don’t need to worry. As different

as the Islands are, you are in no immediate danger. What’s

that, Cecily? Yes, I’m getting to that part, don’t rush me.

I did mention a pact which you’re probably wondering about.

We’re all special, we have ancestors who made a deal a long
time ago with the rulers of these Islands. That handshake

beneath the World Tree sealed our fate. Yes, I too grew up
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You’ll have to prove yourselves over a series of quests in

order to earn the favour of the rulers and your ticket home.

Naturally, I succeeded in mine, but decided to stay as many
others have before me. I am not bragging, Cecily; I’m just

being factual. You like facts, don’t you? Anyway, once I decided
to stay, I went adventuring and simply never stopped.

Athelyn is my patron and they decided I was to take on

the job of introducing new Pendragons to the Islands. How

could I say no? Yes, Cecily, I know I could have just said

‘no’ but you’re missing the point. It was rhetorical.

Enough of my rambling, Cecily’s going to start giving me
her patented look in a minute so I’ll shift right along, no

rest for the wicked and all. You know Cecily and I, now we
want to know all about you. What are your names?’

§

Refer to the Pendragon sheet.

§

Fill out your name & pronouns. This can be your actual name or you
may wish to play someone completely different. Pronouns will let
your companions know how they should refer to you. Some options
are they/them, he/him and she/her.

2d6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

Amory

Dana

Haskell

Lux

Piper

Tiernan

2

Arden

Delta

Haven

Marlow

Quinn

Trinity

3

Bay

Ember

Jagger

Murphy

Rebel

Umber

4

Bowie

Erin

Kai

Nolan

Roan

Vesper

5

Cassidy

Finn

Kit

Ocean

Sage

Wren

6

Channing

Grey

Lennox

Orion

Sparrow

Zephyr

Roll on the random table if stuck for a name. They are all gender neutral.
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CHAPTER THREE
‘Excellent, it’s wonderful to put names to all the faces. I’m terrible
with this sort of thing and will probably forget them all instantly.

Thankfully Cecily’s invaluable at remembering all the little details.
While we’re on the subject, I need you to sort through
pinpoint the very earliest one. You’ll know it when you

see it. It’s always been there, lurking in the back of your
brain, but it took coming here to bring it out of hiding.

§

Refer to the memory list (p. 10—11).

§

Read each description in turn and pick the one you connect with
the most.

§

Each memory is associated with a Friend of the Islands. Once you’ve
Friend and Home.
‘Lovely, you’re doing really well. I’m not being patronising

Cecily, that’s just how I sound sometimes.

The next little thing I’m going to ask is to do with
our Inspired here on the Islands. Every Pendragon

must have a patron and you are no different!

made your parents’ hair turn grey? Are you happiest

in the garden surrounded by things that grow? Maybe
thought is taking the kite out on a windy day?
Have a little think and let me know which element
appeals the most. Fire, earth, water or air.’
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Pendragons

§

If there are 4 Pendragons, each of you will choose a different
primary element. If there are 3, the spare element can be used by
all. If there are 2 of you, select 2 each. And if there are 5 or more of
you, secondary elements can be chosen.
Gus & Angel

Fire + earth & water + air

Gus, Angel & Helena

Fire & earth & water
+ (spare element)

Gus, Angel, Helena & Cassie
(recommended)
Gus, Angel, Helena, Cassie
& 5th Pendragon

Fire & earth & water & air
Fire & earth & water & air
+ (copy of element)

Use this as an opportunity to demonstrate kindness. If two of you want the
same element, there’s no need to squabble. There will be opportunities
to change it as you play.
§

Fill the Patron and Element boxes with either Kilna & Fire, Egrain
& Earth, Athelyn & Water or Vorm & Air. If you have access to
a secondary element, write this down beneath your primary choice.
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CHAPTER THREE
‘Good, it’s a relief to have that out of the way and not nagging
at you like an old loose tooth? You’re all too young to know

what that feels like but I had one not that long ago and it

was awful. You remember, Cecily? Of course, you do, you were
the one who yanked it out. You’re wonderfully practical. Yes,

that is a compliment, don’t act like I never give you any.

know somebody. As you can probably already tell, my hobbies

are travelling and journaling. I do enjoy singing but I’ll freely

admit my voice may be described as unusual. Cecily, you can
stop smirking now, I haven’t forgotten you saying that.
So how about you? What hobby brings you joy?'

§

Fill the Hobby box with an interest you feel passionate about. It can
be something made up, something you enjoy now or something
you’ve always wanted to try.

2d6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

Acting

Candlemaking

Diving

Journaling

Origami

Rapping

2

Astrology

Cooking

Engraving

Karate

Painting

Reiki

Flower
arranging

Knitting

Parkour

Sewing

Crocheting Gardening

Magic

Photography

Tarot

3

Astronomy Cosplaying

4

Baking

5

Beatboxing

Dance

Makeup

Poi

Whittling

6

Calligraphy Decorating Gymnastics

Music

Pottery

Yoga

Roll on the random table if stuck for ideas.
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Pendragons
‘Ahh, interesting I feel we’re all well on the way to becoming fast
friends. Lastly, I’ll need Cecily to bring her sack over. Cecily! The

sack! Oh, you already have it. Wonderfully practical, as I’ve said.
All of you, reach in and take the scroll matching your element.

Now it’s probably a good idea to get going. Have you all
prepare the Cabin for our arrival and we’ll take the more
to practice a new tune and I’d love to hear your thoughts.
Everyone ready? Right! Best foot forward and eyes to the horizon!’

If you’ve changed
your mind about
anything, now is the
time to bring it up
Vorm

We’ve provided
a window on the

Glow
Air

sheet for you to fill
with a portrait at
your own leisure.

Roost

A stronom

with your Grail Guide.

y

Bay

she/her
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CHAPTER THREE

Memory List
Which of these memories speaks to you the most?

Knocker/Pengreggi
As you adjust to the din, you notice gleaming
gemstones, battered iron carts, sharp picks
and mole-like creatures surrounding your
amethyst crib.'

Wyrmbitten/Shedscale
you adjust to the heat, you notice serene pools,
creatures surrounding your scale crib.’

Glimmer/Miasma
you adjust to the crowds, you notice colourful
mushrooms, dancing lights, circus tents and crowlike creatures surrounding your obsidian crib.’

Glow/Roost
adjust to the glare, you notice clouds passing,
creatures surrounding your feathered crib.’
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Capra/Weldspa
adjust to the rhythm, you notice a spitting hearth,
glasses clinking, roaring laughter and goat-like
creatures surrounding your barrel crib.’

Piskie/Barrow
you adjust to the chaos, you notice metal
contraptions, Glowing furnaces, leather
aprons and leaf-like creatures surrounding
your toolbox crib.’

Giantheld/Rofang
adjust to the cold, you notice ice sculptures,
falling snow, knot symbols and bear-like
creatures surrounding your stone crib.’

Bucca/Trident
As you adjust to the taste, you notice ships
rocking, waves crashing, dolphins surfacing
and turtle-like creatures surrounding your
clamshell crib.’
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Chapter Four

Questing Cabin
‘Well, my young friends, this is your home for the

foreseeable future! It’s been basecamp to many Pendragons
before you and will continue long after you’ve departed.

Yes, Cecily, I’m aware I tend to wax poetic on occasion.
It rather comes with the job description you know.

Well, here we are! This is the
main living space, it’s openplan as you can see. This is
where you’ll be socialising,

relaxing and most importantly,
practicing your Shaping skills

under the expert guidance

of none other than… oh for
goodness sake. I told her…

Seeta? Seeta, where on earth

are you? SEETA! Oh… there you
Seeta. She’s our resident wyrm
on the Islands and nobody

can tell me any differently.

CHAPTER FOUR

Ah, and here’s Bakto! Cecily, be a dear and

get the door, will you? Bakto, I’d like you to

meet our latest crop of Pendragons! Bakto is

an Infuser and when you’re ready to spend

Belief I guarantee you’ll need look no further.
Actually, that reminds me… Bakto do you
have my quill order prepared? Yes, the

one with the preposterously large feathers.

I do like to make a statement, you’re

quite correct. I can always rely on brutal
honesty from you and Cecily, can’t I?
Oh dear, I’ve got side-tracked again.

Where was I? Ahh yes, the tour!

Let’s carry on now you’ve met everyone!

as the main space it has a rather quaint

kitchen equipped with the basics you’ll need

to refuel after an action-packed day.
We’ll go upstairs now, just ignore the

alarming creaking; Cecily assures me

she has it all in hand. I’ve mentioned
how practical she is, haven’t I?

Upstairs is the real surprise! Let’s all

gather on the landing a moment. Just
here, that’s right. Now take a slow

Sanctuary. You’ll know it immediately.’
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Sanctuary
‘Yes, you may well be confused. To be absolutely honest,
I haven’t the foggiest idea how this happens. Cecily’s

always been infuriated by it; she hates not understanding
personality. It’s why we make such a good team!
Anyway, however it works, beyond each of these doors
is your very own Sanctuary. No doubt each of you has
somewhere back home where you felt truly safe and

protected? A bedroom; a library; a treehouse; the theatre;
perhaps the seaside? Well somehow, by stepping through

the All’s Well, you brought that place with you.

Oh, you want to know mine? It was my grandmother’s

workshop. She adored tinkering, and I’ll always remember

curling up on the wicker chair in the corner. I would

write in my diary for hours, while all around me were
the smells of soldering metal and freshly carved wood.
Now go ahead and make yourselves comfortable.

We’ll meet downstairs in about an hour. Cecily
and I have a little surprise for you.’

To give your Pendragons a distinct personality, we’ve created
something called Sanctuary.
As you took that intrepid step through the All’s Well, imagine
a perfect replica of a space suddenly transported to the Questing
Cabin. It doesn’t have to be one of the examples listed above,
just somewhere your Pendragon would feel comfortable and safe.
Somewhere they might retreat to when overwhelmed. Even a place
that holds a strong positive memory.
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CHAPTER FOUR

For inspiration, you may wish to refer to your chosen hobby.
§

Using as many of the 5 senses as you can (sight, sound, touch, smell
& taste), please describe your Pendragon Sanctuary.
items. They’ll need to be

§

worn, or be small and light enough to carry at all times. Again, you
may wish to refer to your hobby for inspiration. Once chosen, add
the 5 items to the spaces on your Pendragon Sheet and where it
says level, tick the lower box next to each.

Gus’ Sanctuary
My sanctuary is my bedroom.
Everything about it reminds
me of the beach. I love the

feeling of bare feet on the thick
rug and there’s always a smell

of salt in the air. I rarely clean
Vorm
Glow
Air
Roost

A stronom

y

Bay

My 5 meaningful items are
my hoodie, my shades,
a festival wristband,

she/her

a bandana and a conch shell.

Boots
Poncho
Candle
Rope
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and shells under everything.

Flute

Questing Cabin

Roll on the random tables if stuck for ideas

Worn
2d6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

Apron

Cap

Hairpin

Mask

Ring

Sweater

2

Backpack

Coat

Hat

Necklace

Sandals

T-shirt

3

Badge

Dungarees

Headphones

Necktie

Scarf

Uniform

4

Belt

Earring(s)

Hoodie

Piercing

Shades

Waistcoat

5

Boots

Glasses

Jacket

Poncho

Shirt

Watch

6

Bracelet

Gloves

Jumper

Prosthetic

Shoes

Wig

2

3

4

5

6

Conker

Hand
mirror

Magnifying
glass

Pencil

Slingshot

Carried
2d6

1

1

Action

2

Camera

Dice

Hairbrush

Marble

Penknife

Soft toy

3

Candle

Egg

Harmonica

Mug

Photograph

Torch

4

Chess
piece

Flag

Journal

Ocarina

Pliers

Ukulele

5

Coin

Flute

Key

Ornament

Rope

Whistle

Kite

Paperweight

Scrapbook

Wind
chime

6

Compass Folding fan
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